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Tansun Spectrum - Lay Down 

Tansun Sunbeds have launched the newest addition to the commercial sunbeds range. The Tansun Spectrum 

sun bed has been designed with user's needs and convenience in mind. It combines premium quality, 

unparalleled tanning performance, distinctive design and unique features in one unit. Your clients just need to lie 

down, relax and enjoy an even, all-over tanning. 

Tansun Spectrum's 40 long life tanning lamps guarantee fast 360° tanning results from the first tanning session. It 

is a spacious unit for your client's comfort. It boasts decorative LED mood Lighting to complement any salon 

design and the mood of the salon. Stereo Speakers are also fitted as standard to enable people to listen to their 

favourite music while tanning. 

Sun bed Available in Single or Three Phase Supply. 

Tubes • Canopy: 24x

Specification 180w

• Base 16 x 180w

• 0.3 compliant

Tubes

Overall Power 11.SkW

Operating S0A 

Current 

Dimensions • 220 X 118 X 

127cm

Standard Black or Grey 

Colours 

Single or three phase 

Digital Display Body Cooler Fan Acrylics 
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LED Mood Lighting 
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TANSUN LED SYMPHONY



 TANSUN VITESSE INFRA TAN



 TANSUN VITESSE
Tansun Vitesse vertical sunbed is here to change the standards of the 
tanning industry and even exceed the most demanding customers’ 
expectations. The Tansun Vitesse sunbed is the epitome of perfection and 
good taste and has been designed to offer unsurpassed tanning results, 
ultimate comfort and value for money.
You will find Tansun Vitesse in finest design and in two metallic and 
appealing colours, Burgundy and Royal Blue that suit all applications and appealing colours, Burgundy and Royal Blue that suit all applications and 
aesthetic requirements. Tansun Vitesse’s details and finishes are those 
aspects that differentiate it from any other ordinary tanning sunbed. 
A high power ceiling fan offers exceptional cooling, ensuring optimum lamp 
performance and long lamp life.
AtAt Tansun, safety and hygiene come first and that is why all of our sunbeds 
come with a self-illuminated exit sign and an easily accessible emergency 
cut-off switch.
Within a Tansun Vitesse sunbed, the whole tanning experience becomes 
even more unique with the ergonomically designed handles for maximum 
client comfort and stereo-speakers that enable your clients to tan and relax 
while listening to their favourite music.



 TANSUN VIVA



 TANSUN 2M SAPPHIRE PROFESSIONAL



 TANSUN JUST LEGS



 TANSUN 2M SAPPHIRE DOMESTIC



 TANSUN 6FT SAPPHIRE DOMESTIC



TANSUN CAPRI 

The new Tansun Capri lie down domestic sunbed brings the sun and wellness into your house. Enjoy the benefits 

of the UV light at home, any time of the day and any day of the year. 
The Tansun Capri has been designed for use at home. Its compact size and easiness in handling make it a perfect 

home tanning solution. The sunbed's base consists of 9 tubes of SOW, whereas the top canopy contains 10 tubes 
of 160W, ensuring in that way an even all over tan. It is fitted as standard with safety timers for a safe tan. The 

only thing you have to do is just lay back and get a feeling of relaxation and tranquillity, whilst tanning in a 

professional manner. 

Looking to set up a fleet of home hire wnbeds and generate extra income? Start your own profitable Sunbed 

Home Hire Business with the new Tansun Capri. We are here to offer a piece advice on how to set up your 

business and supply you with the best selling and most reliable tanning units. 

Tubes 
Canopy: 10 x 160W 

Base: 9x SOW 

Overall Power 2.SkW

Operating 
10.9A 

Current 

Dimensions 
•194cm x 83cm

•194cm x 75cm x 125cm (Open Canopy)

Standard 
Grey 

Colours 

Single Phase Means of Connection: 3-Pin Plug 

-
Analogue 

Hour Counte1 
Hand wheels 

•• 

Safety Timers 
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